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ISi 1/ cota bottle, is the first ever printed issue of , t l$f I
1&l ,' zine that previously was only available on the web. ,.gt 

J
i*[ It was already a zine then, as it's always been free, pas- i i
ll.' sionately written, and as much DIY as the web interface " I
*i .orld bear. It started in January '21 with me making polite f"- ,{

:: marks about things I didn't Iike in Ukrainian music and, less often,
the things I cared about, and withstood the pandemic, my band re-

cording and releasing an EP, me quitting two jobs and moving into
tew flat, and, finally, Russian troops invading my country on a full scal

The price for the 'bubble-
gum zine' is kept as small as
possible so that you could
spend some money on helping
Ukrainian initiatives that deal
with the devastating war as
you rcad it-
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The foundation accepts donations for

tite effective maintenance of the 47th

t-Jkrainian Assault Brigade where some

of our close ones are EIf,
serving at the
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The foundation was helping 60+ Ukrainian animal shel'

ters before the fullscale war and keeps ptoviding help

now.They also help arrange guardianphip or adopilon

f ,fne idea of the bubblegum zine is finding that lightness and bounce the:'
]t gr"ut music has to offerin various genres and sounds of Ukrainian under--
t).,ground and independent scenes and showing that there's more to:
$' Ukrainian music than meets the eye (or, in this case, the ear). This idea;
;.'l proved working with a Ukrainian audience, as through it I met great ,

iI music devoteei and, eventually, friends, some of them collaborate with:i
Yl ' me on this very issue . t

li.L[ 1'--Ukraine is deeply involved in post- and neocolonial issues, such.,13i

il:t $a ut poverty, corruption, and, for the last 8+ months, imperial- ,,,,:1;,t*l q*l' ist war, but its music and culture evolve on the largest I {-(.1 ) {.t}'"rvL'::*:Yu 'r. ever scale. This zine is dedicated to the .urt"ni tiri. 3l ,&C-h.ii{X& ! evel sLdle. lrlls Zltle Is ueulLdteu tu tlle LutlellL stdLe .-ra-tt
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Sounds of Survival From
Ukrainian Underground

A[Sf l'irGi:IJNI

sound collage, glitch ambient,
avant-pop

Experi,mental and perhaps
just a bit hiqhbrow label
Musciit has substantially
widened its sound palette
with BoItF (Ukrainian for
'will') by introducing sever
al new )tists with a unique
sound. Some of them
come from occupied terri .

tories, others have been
living outside Ukraine for a
Iong time but identify as

Ukrainians. Noisy collages
of Kavkazka Sound peace-
fully coexist with Radiant
Future's electronic retro
moodiness and Emblika

Quail's gothic avant- pop.
Chillera's jazzy surf gem is

the moment you can finally
breathe out after a quiet
but tense ride through all
kinds of electronic experi .

ments. The most multilay-
ered release of the selec
tion.

Besides the noble goal of fundraising money to help Ukrainians

on the frontline and under shellings, the compilations of 2022
could serve as great starting points for gettihg to know
Ukrainian underground music. Here are six of them
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A collaboration between
the Berlin-based label
NOLAND and one of the
oldest Ukrainian independ-
ent labels SKP Records
gathered tracks from
musicians that have been
keeping the Ukrainian
underground alive for the
past 20 years. Its prominent
figures are Serge
Dubrovskyi aka Dubmasta
and Oleksii Mikriukov aka
King Imagine. The picture
of the old-school Ukrainian
underground they're paint-
ing here, both with their
multiple projects and guest
spots from their friends, is

drowned in dub, rich with
experiments, and not with-
out a tinge of the 1990s
Kyiv avant-gar(e.
Anti-imperialistic nature of
the compilation'parent'
genres goes well with such
flavoring.
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experimental,
neoclassical,.

The first release of a newly
formed label captures the
sound of 2020s Odesa, a

foggy city by the Black Sea
(and my hometown) with
its crumbling 19th century
apartments and echoes of
the late-night parties'
sounds lingering in the
morning light Liky Pid
Nohamy's founder Viktor
Konstantinov is in it as
Polje with an ornate mini
malistic/white noise piece
that gathers other Odesa
artists around: that's how
a disorderly j azzy track (by
Orange Peel), a spoken
word rendition of an old
kozak tale (by Vichnyj
Gandzh) and a beautiful
piano etude buried in field
recordings (by vixiii) get
through to us.
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O pe ratio n Pe revti len nya indefinite state

ftf'4'rtt-AT' nNS '?_7

electronic, darkwave, indie rock,
hip-hop

Another newly formed
label, Khvylia (Ukrainian
for 'wave') tries to capture
Kyiv independent'rlusic
scene of the moment with
its first release, a 13-track
multigenre jou rney. 3and-
camp liner notes say that
the compilation was meant
as a way:bf. coping with
the war. dxpeiience, both
for artists and listeners -
this intentiba, doesn't show
itself right avlar, but it
surely serves well to its
overall tightness. Starting
with sound design and
ambient pieces, Operation
?erevti lennya slowly pro-
gresses to conventional
pop/rock song structures
to end with dark club and
hip-hop bangers. This is
the closest you can get to
the pre-full-scale war Kyiv
Saturday night experience.

I eftf i e I d, ex p erim e nta l,
field recordings, downtempo

From its start in 2019, ejekt
label has been true to its
unique sound, which I would
call 'central Ukrainian left-
field' for the lack of a better
term. The indefinite state
compilation is so far the
best representation of its
protean nature:
containing 6 metamorphic
tracks that, in one way or
anotheri bend and mess up
the electronic Aenres of the
past 30 years, it creates a

sonic world of its own. Mini-
mal techno, breakbeat,
future garage, dub are
pointed out as references
only to be pushed aside the
next moment. What ejekt
and (its sisterly label) Pep

Gaffe community are doing
right now is probably the
most genuine shift in i
Ukrainian electronic music. '

experimental electronic,

,. illbient, avant-pop

SESTRO is the Vocative form
, for the word 'sister' in
il Ukrainian - such a name
' was chosen for a fundraising

I compilation with the goal of

f'helping women and LGBT+

f, people in regions affected
', by war. The content of it is

far from conceptual and a

, bit on the chaotic side, but
' if you choose to listen to it
' as a label sample pack, you

will most likely be rewarded
with some gems. Since
2a14, c**eva I system
have been releasing
open-minded artists {rom
Ukraine and beyond, so you
can easily choose one of the
23 tracks you fancy the
most and go for the full art-
ist's release on their 3and-
camp page. In most cases,
you won't be disappointed:
experiment and artistic
vision are the priority here.
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Oleksii Podat is a composer and oroducer
that works in the reblm of exf erimen-
tallpower electronics, noise and ambient. His
way of making music is entirely throuqh field
record.ings he ihen distorts bn his-iaptop.
He's also-an admin and a star of a Telebrarn
channel/underground community lgllus.k . a
beautifuljunkyard of pop music tropes, left-
ist and local scene memes and oversharing.

You said that your latest single* was only
released to mike a profit on"Bandcamp. isit a problem for you to release riusic
during the full-scale war?

I released it because I needed money, those tracks were OK, and I
simply love releasing music. I was de-eply impressed by the photos
my mom had been sending me from a villacje in the iarpathians. I
persuaded her to leave Slov-iansk** and go soimeplace safe, but she,s
worried about it all the time. So when she's outside makinq photos,
that at least takes her mind off the war for a while.
So far I disliked everything that's been released*** since the inva-
sion. As for myself, I don'tTancy releasing tracks so often, but that,s
just.how impatient I am. I am c-aptured by the thouqht of recording
a full-length album and getting all. my talented frieids into makin{
it, but workinq on a record foi a long time is a privilege. I have a
dayjob, you kriow.

You'.vg changgd. several monikers (CHSZM, AAAAA) but your
working principle never changed. What's the deat?

Y.es, the principle is always the same. I get stuck with dramatic melo-
dies, overdramatic even... I was hopTnq mv way of work would
change with each.n.ew moniker but it'didnt, io now I just go by ry
name. Once I decided that I would never buy gear. WhatTor?'Doi
have that much money? I only use my laptop. It"'s the most intimate
thing in my life: so mdny trac6s of yolr life ihere, so manv oersonal
files! You've had some intimate experiences with it, have'witnessed ,- "historical events through the screeh. I work and live my life throuqh ill 1
Iji, : n f r; Is[ 3 il',ff ffi""1 ] i i I fi 

y,:i,: il, :[ I,?JJH;.,?,: : 3 ?,1; 5i ry
it's a 'fake it 'till you make it' kind of thing, not the real knowle-dge
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* "my mom sends me photos from relatively safe places"

'<t fi,il.*A .
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2021/2022 winter cinema coming-of-age hi1
Stop-Zemlia by Kateryna Gornostai painted a picture

of high school romance and friendship in the late 2010s

you right in the middle of a peaceful Kyiv evening just as much as in your
high school memories.

lfllillJf J:i^"Jil'.H#l:J;8,[]'#ff !:y,:H:"'.X,::F?,Jff
,,'#fl :ru:,xil"*.:Li.n'h;:*::Iil;fl".:?ii;'#*:*i:",?x

(interviewed on page 14), is a treat of its own. With gentle to raving
electro- and avant-pop and sparse electronic pieces from Klochko, it placei

(l

One of a few records released
pre-fu ll-scale-war that instantly
made it to the finaltop. Tysha,

Gryvul's second LP, marked the transition from quasi Scandinavian
avantpop to pure experiments with epic collage and deconstructing
(decomposing evenl) sounds and structu.es.ll's also the first music
she's ever reieased in Ukrainian, although the words of these icy
folktales are mostly obscured by the dizzying production. If wintery

inside the creatures seemed to be buried under
layers and layers oI snow, Iysha is spring locked
inside a slowly melling glacier.



Solrdgrity i n Sadnessu$

A person in ihdlge of the greater part
of Ukrainian DIY, Pavlo Olefirenko has
recently opened a vegetarian snack
bar in Lviv and used it as an excJse

avant-pop en:erpnse I lp
punk rockish Monogqi**^

oar tn Lvrv ano useo tt as an excJse ',.*n
for noi releasing a bunch of music ':,;4,tt
from his several proiects: one-man --=--'#ll
freak-folk band Pililiayu, a postpunt i;.ii
duo Toaaprcrao "Pagicru"*, indie/ ,:t:jr: Il
avant-pop enlerprise [lpogyxrr** and*'-:l-/

As a project, Pilikayu is all-about this slacker aesthetics, most of your songs
are odes to sitting there doing nothing. But you work in IT and manage lots
of different cultural activities.

Half of the songs on "l-le x recepfrosHo'**A^* are about the doldrums and being
out of work laying on the sofa, keeping capitalism from growing - that's what my
song "Eyp'nH"**  **A is about. Computer programming is just a way to make
money to pay for your food. You either make money or feed off those who make it.

Music by your projects usually goes by such tags as avant-pop, lo-fi pop, out-
sider pop, post-pop... All of them, however, include the word 'pop' and I keep
thinking about itoit art as a reference when it comes to your music.

When it all started I often put different genre tags on my music but now I'm stick-
ing with avant-pop. I am drawn by the untypical use of sound and instrumentation,
lyrical topics that are usually overlooked. At the same time, I don't want to dive
deep into serious avant-garde, keeping it free and comprehensible.

Now you opened Traven**^^, yol!
have also been involved in making
gigs, playing in several bands, as
well as solo. What's next? A reco'fd :
label? You do all those things be.:
cause there's no one else to do that?i

No one else does that, yes, but I'm also
curious. As for the labei, I used to have
one, 260tapes recordsl But I lost my
password to its Instagram page. It was
a cassette label, I recorded them all by
myself, but got sick of hand-cutting thi:

I want to be honest and instantly express my emotions: if
you feel lazy, you sing about laziness, if you're sad about
little things, someone might think that stuff does not
matter, that you should be ashamed, but you express your-
self that way. The purpose of music is to understand that
you're not a'lone in feeling like that. If you meet someone
who shares that emotion, even if it's sadness, you're not
alone anymore, you have solidarity in sadness.

tape.

Before the interuiew, I lk.tened to Qtth your solo albums and wonder now''lihat I,,

you plan to do next as Pilikayu.

I went to play with a live band and planned to release an album "l-le x

june 2022

but it's not easy to record a live band properly. I've been playing these songs for a -J
tew years and want to record them in the best way possible. There are 4 or 5 almost !
fully recorded albums from my several projects but I have trouble releasing all of i

thein. A postpunk record by ToLaprcreo,Pdnicru'r* should soon be ready, as"well as:*
an album by Monogqi. ior the latter, I even.came up.with th_e title:."Ey:qp rracKa, He Xian album by Monogqi. ior the latter, I even.came up.with th_e title:."EyFp nacKa, He Xi
snayuyfrre naeue gafiuarhcfl npoAaxeM ceoel M!3trrs7"**,r,r**. For each of them, I want.rX.j
toiina the best release momeni,'butthere probablywon't be more than 100-listen- {
ers, so I might as welljust drop them. ,:l

* Joy Association

**^^ Ukrainian for May

**'t't* lt's not really serious

** Products **^ Nice Fellows

Pop,$lultur



nanrHApoM
(palindrome)

[pugyuano B qep3ir

[self-released]

Stepan Burban** is as
much a singer of his
native city and its
myths as Polje, but
when it comes to
context, their spaces
are completely dif-
ferent. Where Konstantinov invents his own ver-
sion of Odesa chanson, Burban covers a local Lviv
cult, Lesik Band's "Pexer" (Racket). Nevertheless,
the outcome is just as effective. A metalhead and
a fan of old school hip-hop, Stepan somehow
doesn't mind being a pop icon, and on his third
LP embraces his pop sensibilities full-scale,
mixing Ukrainian schlager style with 21st century
electropop and liip-hop, and stopping just a step
away from "zastolni" wedding synth tunes.

rComposed in a Queue
**interviewed on page 1"81,2

Pustosh
P-songs (EP)

-releasedl

Pustosh made a promise to release their first long
play as early as at the start of 2021, but this EP is
their most extended (pun unintended) release so
far. Marking the start of a new, more mature era for
Ukraine's most unique alt rock band, it boasts of
simple yet amazing grooves, inventive bass and

parts (two primary instruments here), and
rhythmic switches. Written and recorded before the
full-scale invasion, lyrically P-songs represent a
craving for better world dressed in psychedelia-in-
fused philosophy and grunge chords. Pustosh start-

ed out with songs in
Ukrainian, and al-
though English is

probably more con-
venient for songwrit
ing, it's not perfect
here and takes away
a bit of the record's
authenticity.
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been sending me the link to Maryana
Klochko's SoundCloud orofile askino if I

knew about this llkrainian hidden gdm and insisting that I should check
this out. I knew, of course, and as sbon as there wai an opportunity to see
Maryana live, I seized it and became a convert as well. In a space between
a pop song and a sound experiment, Maryana tells enigmatic stories where
the setting is no less important than the plot.

You're notorious as 'the artist without records'. Are you scared to make
a solo record* or is it simply the lack of time?

I'm in a constant process. Always looking for projects that can earn me
money and setting the work on an album aside. I have tons of material, but I
search for the best final version for each track and then try putting them all
together; to see if they fit. Still, it's impossible to get everything you love into
one record. With the start of the full-scale war; I got more anxious about it:
anything can happen noq either to me or to my laptop, so in a weird way it
motivates me to finish recording. But there are lots of mixtapes, live record-
ings... almost everything is on the web.

A live show seems like the most natural way
o!experiencing your music, it perfectly cap-
tules the feeling of being in the process you
mentioned.

I used to have this concept of not making final
versions of the songs for the release straight
away because they change all the time. Im-
agine that you meet a friend and then you fall
in love with them but you have this long
friendship before that. This friendship is the
time when I'm not releasing the songs: I look
gto:g.ty as they change, sometimes even spoil...
just like relationships...

*Maryana has
released tracks
on several
compilations
and made
movie
soundtracks.

Your lyrics usually seem random, like yau're
just playing with words but one can still get
a feeling that it's something personal they're
listening to.

my phone. I like for the lyrics to be flexible
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when it comes to meaning: I won't simply tell
you a story about me going to the forest, there
will always be something else for you to read into
it. That's what happened with the song Babusia
(Granny): many people thought it was about drugs
but it was simply a retelling of a newspaper article.

When you started out, it was simple sing-
er-songwriting with the guitar, so I presume it
was lyrics-based songwriting. How it happened
that you switched to electronic music?

My electronic music seems very acoustic to me. And
I think, it builds very similarly to what I did with the
guitar. But I like thefreedoni of it. You can put any-
thing into one track: a guitar, some field recordings,
some crazy rhythmic dance piece. And I am still a
singer-songwriter: all of my tracks are the stories I
tell. I rarely write instrumental music because I
cannot get enough of this opportunity to tell some-
thing to others.

August 2022

3 , Oon't think about music when writing the
lyrics, I just write them down occasionallylVery

Jir',.'; 3',,",t,f 5#r :f,l',i: I : i1 ,x'""xi,'"T B'1,



Two Ukrainian music insiders
choose their favorite releases
since Ukrainian lndependence

Svil/.rr.r Ni;yrio

Oleksandr Yurchenko

7 "Nevidomist"' is roughly "uncertainty" or "obscurity". In this
Zcase, I'd even call lt "non-notoriety'i For thirty-plus years, Foa Hoka
has always been somewhat of a curator's band. Coming from the old

'city of Chernihiv, they were tightly connected to the original indie scenes
of the two biggest Ukrainian cities, Kyiv and Kharkiv. The Polish recorded
and released Nevidomist' is a genuine post-punk in a wlder sense, not a
qenre cliche one. With minimalist electric spaciousness, acid synth pat-

terns and abstract poetry in Ukrainian. The latter is performed with ef-

. ficient charisma, and the incorporation of traditional songs here
sounds organically contemporary

The epitome of avant-folk was recorded the DIY way
on tape in mid-90s Kyiv, then the city o{ rather slippery op\
portunities. It sounds almtXt like a radio play on the mystical
matter, with subtle references to various European mythologies.
This ethereal but-uncannily coherent record may be.an entry point

Foa Hoka
H e - aiqo u i cr t (N ie -wi ado m oit)*

IKOKA Records] (1996)

Riasni Drova Consort

(2020) [selfteleased]

to the heritage of both ariists extraordinaire yeito discover.'svitla-
na's haunting soprano and repetitive Casio with Oleksandr's ana-
logue sound artistry fthe hammered dulcimet custom sound

il$lt8i:.:t il p.ifl:ffi.Jxtfl #il:,,!;:::'en'i) 
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Ab Pharmacy
{2074) IMuscut]

Odesa-based krautrock band fell apart after more than 10 fruitful
years, but at leasl we have this record as an arliJact of the city at the
time. The cover ail is a photo of a stained-glass window in an old phar-
macy where the band's first rehearsals and recording sessions took
place.

Ab Phormot,

Plays bass in Chillera, produces
dubbed out ambient pop uader
Bryozone moniker; is a huge
Odesa sound apologist

Iygn _ .,: :' l:.]:,, !
Shelekhov

Writes about music occasionally.
Specifically interested . in inde-
pendent, local, experimbntal, tradi::,
tional etc. A resident ai lOstriv" plal.
form for science and arts (Kyiv).

Acid dead in Alaska x Taras on Xtasy
Qa}il {self-releasel

A great case of a fully DIY release" The
package looks like a pack of meal from
Odesa Pryvoz market. And inside, there's a

meaty sound of acid kraut!

Brave and experimental, this is a record that sounds like nolhing else.
Mlin Patz masterfully combines guitar mantras, field recordings and melodic
supple bass. At the moment the world of this album has no place in reality:
you cannot get to the pre-2014 Crimea southern bank, but you can unpackyou cannot get Io tne pte-lul4 Lrlmea soutnern bank, but you aan unpa(
the space and time carefully put into this record and get the feel o{ ii. fhat's
what the power of music is for.

It's hard to write about one of our most interesting free improv acts regarding
the death of its founding member Oleg Vorobyov on the frontline as a warrior.

Lviv's trio of distinct polymaths has not only been heavy on early Ukrainian and
European music but also clung to personal folklore, literally performing tradi-
tional songs kept in the family. Some say that with this war the known tendency

. of U krainian musical sadness has to shift, but as one of the artists presented this
delicate recording of glowing sound, it's not authentic singing but authentic life.

t6
* A/nn-knnwnecc **Dn Ynt Knnw Hnw? Tell lttle
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stipin'aurlan is best-kno .6flG project l-laniHsporrr (Palindrome)where he
mixes synthwave and hfg.rlgp3yith nostalgia-soake$ lyrics. It started out as a
fun project orr the side buttffi soon got a small-scale army o{:followers: for
many young people, his music beeame an entry point into Ukrainian inde-
pendeht scene. Lately, he's been giving solfout concerts and taking guest
spots at Ukrainian talk shows. He doesn't rea}ly kn.ow hoy that happened.

t.'

I used to make socially conscious hip hop in rn{!i'9+ (Glava 94), but it was
very childish then, like-some Fight Clubgtovie.o.itomething. Hopefully, now
I've grown older and wiser.

You put so much energy into yoii work,l wor&, much mard,ihan
most indie musicians around: making vid,,g.os,j!;?6't)iing gigs,.reldising a
song every few months. And, as farla.*{*itd&itand,"iti iot atwaysie-
paying. What makes you not stop?

This question has no strajglii$weJ-Music is not my whole life, but it's the
part of my life that, if taken away, will make it miserable. I cannot not make
it, even if-l don't get'iny profit from it. Although I'm a happy musician be-
cause last year I finallf.lot Sgme money from concerts and streaming plat-
forms.

I've been also thinking about your 'holy mission' to chan$g lhe'percep-
tion of Lviv, your native ci$t, through your music- .,,:,i',,''.....] r

Yes, I think I'm provoked by the cliches and I want to show another Lviv: not
the ondwith missus drinking coffee, like they did in the Austro-Hungarian
empire but also the one withbut ugly develofment projects from the 2000s.
So it's Lviv of my childhood I mostly turn to. It gives me the feeling of some-So.itls Lviv of my childhood I mostly turn to. It gives me the feeling of some.- ..,.r.i
thjito'vintaqe and,watrn, with the voices of TV and radio announcers. That's ,rrlthing vintage aid.warrn, wittr ttre rioices of ITV-and radio announders. ffrat's . ,,ttli.
whyl use their samples in my songs. I think our perception o!!y!v.,is,!h.?..!9,,-,::,t,. '

il,g-llllg I9T_.1-L jyrt like it's hapipening to all of Ukraine-{$r€lplling tn.'"ing at the moment, just like it'
Ukrainian music as well.
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After the first tiiicf,L"Ps, tha2;were,intimate and full ofinostalgia, you re-
leased several singles that'' dealt with the sociopolitical situation and
commented on Ukrainian reality. Does it bother you that someone may
say you',re moralizing?

No, I will never become a'moralizing artist,'as you put it.lt's just the phases
I'm goirlg through. I wanted to take a look at what was happening around
me,-ing-y home,-.in. my country, and, of couisgil ioticed thit'it was"far from
perfect. )
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Photos are taken by or come from the archives of Nika Popova,

Ganna Bryzhata, Maryana Klochko, Oleksii Podat, KADRA,

Pavlo Olefirenko, and Stepan Burban.

This fanzine could never be possible without the help and support from Kul-
tivera and Colm O Ciarn6in, SWAN residency network, Cultural Department

of Region Jonkopings 16n, especially Lennart Alves and Miirit Lundsten,
Jonkopings litteraturhus, all the great Ukrainian musicians, our friends and
pets and, most importantly, Ukrainian Armed Forces. Thanks to them we're

alive and able to tell you a few things about the music we love.

Olena is always available for music talks and emoji battles:

buddhistbubblegum@gmail.com

Ania takes lots of photos, but she also makes movies

and drawings:

Chillera - n/a

Longplay of solid
surfld u b/psyc hedel icYUW- n/a \

Either EP or a set of
singles from an experi-

mental artist that
seldom mixes art pop

and jungle.

material from beloved'; Odesa trio.

all options - n/a

Cool and weird electronic
leftflled experiments
from the Pep Gaffe

community producers.

Kurl - Xuapn*"

A double single of the
gleaming psychedelic

pop from my own
band

(Olena speaking)

*u nce rtai nty
**Clouds

2A

Potreba GrouD - .r.-.'
lJser Experieice 7
h^L..! , h !--_ -... I Heinali - Kyiv Eternal

,. ..,-=,,l.,,,.) )?,zz(nglolik !q1't"-t . set o{ ambient prayers
: . l, '" trlled wrth expenmen- : for Kviv.

- -r' .. .., Ial Wlloerness. *
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.{ First of many singles
'r from a ouitar exoerimen-
I tulitt *ith a oeclliar mixalist with a peculiar mix

of post-industrial and ,
ambient pop.




